
10/3/69 

Dear Gary, 

By the time this can reach your address you should be ea route to 
Dallas. However, I respond to your letter of 9/30 while it is fresh in my recol-
lection, a little les, in the mood for it because henry lip man, who is here and 
seems like a nice guy, is also a nidnick and very bullheaded, persisting when 
he should not. 

I return the carbon you returned because it was, as I failed to tell 
you, for Don. I do not know where he now is. 

You did send me the anonymoue letter from Sant-Fose. You have either 
forgoten or didn't get my response, which expressed disbelief. You did send 
Don's Brookey letter. 

Jim is out of the hospital. If you write him for my meteriel, write 
him for you with my permission rather then for me./// I got in tnuch with Hobbs. 
I'm seeing him the 22nd. He likes what he has read, seas the same problems in it 
I have explained to you. 

Suggestion on Harper: let him talk, even rmble, r3livia. I an. not 
prepared to believe this was near the manhole without something persuasive to 
prove the 521's representation df the contemporaneous report wrong. That was 
25 ft. ',:›ute of car at 2313. With Harper le -hero you should tape. There is 

tos much tnc mind ciy.Lot hold. What did the FBI avVtoll harper end doctors? 
. Did he take picture 01 what he r':,Lnd .fihere tie foun it, or did anyone te:e picture 
to his knowledge ( I seem to recall he wee not alone and purpose was eix taking), 
It is ell in PL. 

Nothing new on trstimony. 

Appreciate the time end thoueht you've given to the anxiety problem. 
then I r719,i your letter, 'cefore nEny diversions and interruptions, it was ey plan 
to go into the t—ings you reise before getting and tain7 the 	for I do not 
went to be colors by to 	usstions it asks. ""rnvs•7.iven couch thou ht. t^ this 
end have reecheS no 	conclusions except belied in tic disnosis 	belief 
that. meny factors iiterpley. et has been my hore that of ell of these. none of which 
is suspceptible of immediate solution, resolution cr elleviction, e might be able 
to isolate those most like causative and perhaps in some way address them. In 
addition, I've tinted to understand whet the thing is. Knowing the hyperventilation 
bit has enable me to avoid any repetition hand it is quite unpleasant). 

You say "anxienty means nervousness and tension". 'Lt also, according to 
itlemieh, can mean and often doesn mean fear. I am aware of the tensions, I think 
all of them, an unaware of anything I fear. I em eperehensive about certain things 
in tae work end in our personal lives. Apprehension is not synonymous with fear. 

If there has been any manifestation in bled-presure and pulse rate, 
it has been undetected, during en attack included. On my last physical they were 
described as of a boy and of an athlete. (This year's physical in three weeks,) 
Of the symptoms you mention, I've been aware of the hungry feeling (relieved 
by_ nibbling) of a sort of prewsure on the diaphragm, and one you do not mention, 
fatigue. If have been at all depressed, I've been entirely unaware of it. When 
I've felt tense, I've never been able to associate it with anything or any occurrence 
I have no loss of apatite, none falling asleep, no stomach ache, and 'L  have 
forgotten what headaches are. 

On the causes of anxiety, you know enough of out lives to know we 



have possibly more then the usual share, and have for years. I do not believe 
I consciously ponder our problems. You mention a cherecterisric of m/ age, a 
conscousness of lsowing down in "function". This is en embitguity. n my own 
case, -L believe it is probably applicable in several senses. If in any it is 
accompanied by anxiety over it, however, I am unsure of it except in a sense I 
will return to, having to do with my knees more then enythine else. 

When you get into treatment, you soy, in essence, what 1  believed, that 
there is noting in deep therephy for whatever is bugging me. The willingness of 
the shrink to leave it up to me, his ,evasions, as on medication, its rate,whet 
anxiety is, what causes and relieves it, were not reassurming. The hour was a 
disappointment because it persuaded me there is no help there and because it 

fortified the prejudices just knoring about the tAartogs is enough to justify. 

Some of the experiences proceeding recognition of what may have been a 
long-standing and undetected condition (I'm my own shttnk here) were an emotional 
crisis I do not think even you will be able to ever fully comprehend, pertly 
b,nuese of you own bend entirely justified) prejudices, partly because it was 
all eo unreal yet real and requiring immediate only only the precisely proper 
treatment. I feel uneasy just thinking of last December and what I had to do 
end how I had to mainpulete it, all the While having to stay out and simultaneously 
having firseeeble crises to confront. Beginning teen, there was no respite, phy- 
sically 

 
 or emotionally. If you recall the magnitude of just my output for the 

period foli.owing, you are still unaware of all the other things I had to do at 
the same time. '7;e.ve for the outcome of the Shaw trial, which I foresaw en i told 
you in advance, hsvinr first piueointed exactly whet weo,  to enoue, all these 
efforts were successful. I carrot say expecting it diminished the impact of the 
trial. Noa have the conseeuences been easy ta live with, evTnve though all of us 
foresaw them clearly en.ceeh. 

After we got Jim's agreement in Jecember and 	Rot Vince out of teen, 
for that was a crisis to all of us, whether or not you recognize it, without any 
eeeerent reason I blacked out temporarily at Malt's late one night. I believe 
I told you about it. Tina only visible damage was to my heed, where there is still 
a scar. I was scored right aftroward, for tuoce present feared 1 Was going into 
shook. The ne-xt a.m. I wes iine, end I slept okroy. But on getting up end moving 
around, I wee ?ware ce' discomfort in the right knee. It persisteO for a While, they 
diseeeeered, but it lingerer in 'Gas form of easier tiring in 	 with the knee 
oohing, in a reluctance to function in exercisang, end in a muscular pain in the 
top of the calf nosi cones and coca, as though there were 8 torn muscle from time 
to time. If }-rays revealed anvtniw:, it has not been co71Tunicated to me. The 
pre--x.-ray opinion i tnat there i3 a bursitis condition, rrobly not serious and 
for which no treatmentment could ho effective. I wee to ha told if it is aumhing 
else. Last saneer 1 ello lost my sense of bxiarebelance, net -;.'0.17 the first time, and 
without any diagnosis 	also not for the first time). The opinion was "It is pro- 
bably soap thing connected witn the middle ear". This also is not comforting, and it 
is this sort of medical imadequacy that, I think, accumulating as I age and face 
new problems, may have much to do with the current situation. How can a rantional 
man be other then concerned with an impaired sense of balance without disignosis 
os cause? Or the deterioration of the performance of his leg, ditto? I feel that 
these things and the understanding of what anxiety can be is wnat made the second 
attack so much worse and made its effects linger. But of course, I really do not 
know and I know I cannot be certain. 

This summer I thought I may have ruptured myself. Most f the dis-
comfort has disappeared, but it lingered for about three months. The doctors said 
I ern not ruptured, so I am satisfied I em not. I an also satisfied that something 
else did hapren. There are other physical things without explanation, and alien they 
linger end they are not charactforistic of agingo they must contribute to a sense 
os unease. There is not I haven t raised with the doctors, none that has been answer-
ed, none that has been called 

unreal of part of 



So, there any many things that concern me. Except for the strain or 
whatever it was that I feared might be a rupture and the consequences of Garrison, 
none is new. Of course, suffering the financial problems we live with constantly, 
they do not have to get worse to be worse. They need only continue without rolief. 
That 1  have cored with them in the past may tell me I should be able to continue 
to cope with them. let I rsalize the opoosite may be the case. Again, I have no 
basis for knoc;ing the truth. 

Probably a good deal of it is concern for Lil any whet has harrened 
to her (for while I alone am responsible) and what this has (lone to both of 
us. The unending crises brought about by the helicopter overflights undoubtedly 
are the origins of anxiety, and I am satisfied we have bothl,  sithout reolizing 
it end without medical diagnosis of it, suffered it since. lhic means going back 
to 1956, end that is a long time. It brought about many ch-nges in her and in 
her attitudes. It hes, in fact, been close to unbearable for her. This is what 
caused the move we could not afford. 71th the mov,1 she became e little lees like 
Pavlov's dogs but did not chance in any other way, not basicly. And there are 
other problems fc2 which cher:. is not now time. I am, I think, aware of teem. 
I 3m also satisfied that doing anything about them is not probable without a 
major good fortune that I cannot now see. Perhps until that harpy time 1  hope 
we •do come to, I may hive to stay on the medication and seek to avoid 311 possible 
turmoil of whatever kind. 

It doesn't require scientific training to recognize the iioortonce- of 
being able to talk troubles over with those ws trust. It i uell ur?enstood. How-
ever, there ore now none such rear us, ani these an,  the kinds of troul'Iles one seeks 
to avoid advertising. 

ith regard is the 71ckhoff 9,11 latter (got), there was thin ore page 
and reshape a litter from hoover, 3/24/64. sith it. 

I'll probably write you soon c/o :lary. This has hen made more 
diffCult by frequent interruntions by mell—mesning. Henry, who noes naught but 
romoind cot reintroOuce more frustrations sad torsi is when he should nor. about 
thinks J. hove -cede clear earlier. no: must do thiogs his say, regardless of whether 
ho LT. e:-.1cne in tueci or v:hotvsz also is iL70iWid t:; it. I ho( he can become more 
flexible; for unless he fios, ne'3 	 trouble. 

If I didn't tell yt'u, I'm seeing lud ednesday ,.b, .t the suit. 

But you'll lcucw tUnt bofore you cot 	"b :,o 	having a good, 
meaning both productive and diverting, trip. 
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Sept. 3(1, 1969 

Dear Harold, 

Thanks for bearing with me through prelims and keeping me informed. I will try to answer all 
your unanswered letters with this woe. Marks for returning that thing on RPK and Ilarlynn. 
I think I passed prelims but won't know for a month. The anxiety and strain were' incredible, 
even for someone like me who never worries about exams and who has high grades an a very good 
memory. 

Did I send you a copy of that anonymous letter I get pramtheing info? Well, the info didn't 
ever cane. If I didn't send you copies of Olson's letter to Brookey and his letter tome of.  
Sept. 12, seyi so and I will. I have asked Paul to ask Don to do a memo on FBI contacts. I 
will write Don soon anyway and ask him, since I haven't been able to write him in a while. 

Mrs. Mark Martin mentioned in yourmemo is Shirley Martin. All references to her that T have 
seen in the archives have been under that name I think. I am sorry to hear that Hobbs has not 
been in touch. Paul sent me another excellent piece of work--an index of latin names. They 
also have sane other good neurnemos. Barry Ernest has shipped out to sea. I will write him 
through his hcme address. I haven't heard from him in a long while. If there is any cogitative 
dissonance in his mind it was contributed by Penn .I am certain. I will try to write Jim about 
the stuff of yours which they have, and also about the Thornley memo. I hope to be able to 
explain the Litton mess to Mary, without going into any details or names, but in order to in-
ditate to her that your vague and elliptical comments to her were not paranoid. T have gotten 
no more Thunderbolts or Councilors and an a bit angry about it. I will writ e them when I get 
the chance and complain. 

On Dallas trip, check on Harper and Chaney. Please send whatever you want to know-. With. Harper 
I would like to know the exact position if he remembers. 

Enclosed is a carbon of your letter of the 18th--you went it along with the lettertymiatake. 
Too bad that the Bolden guy is a "male Philomena. She was quite a phenemenan, andmayhave bee] 
more trouble to the phone company than any of the critics. The amazing thing in this case is 
how few of them there are. 

On the testimony, I would like copies of all of it and will be only too glad to pay in advance. 

Well, I'd better close now. Either in this letter or under separate cover I will be sending 
a number of items. After Dallas I will have a full Crafard file and memos fa" you and Paul and 
anyone who needs it. Best wishes. 

cc: Dick, Paul 

PS: This is not on the carbons I am sending Paul and Dick. I would very much like to visit 
you or be able to afford long phone conversations to try to answer your questions about 

anxiety. In order for you to be able to understand whatever the problem is it is essential to 
realize that these things are personal and difficult to generalize about, and it is only those 
tied to one theoretical framework who do so. Under* separate cover I an sending you an MMPI 
booklet with an answer sheet. If you have time, please take it. It does not all have to be 
done at once, or even all on the same day, although it would be good not to spread it out over 
too long a peroid of time. You need return only the completed answer blank. Before going on 
I should assure jou that this is a very useful instrument, that I would (as I hope you know) not 
even suggest it unless I thought it would be constructive and helpful, and that it is not a 
pass-fail test or one which results in eategorization of people as sick or not sick, schizo or 
not schizo, etc. It tries to describe a personality pattern and areas of concern, and requires 
much training to interpret. As you knoW fran my Sirhan memos, it can be misused, but only by 



incompetence or design. I probably know more about its use than anyone you could even find in 
Washington or Maryland. Furthermore, while many of the question look like they are nonsensical, 
remember also why I focused on this in my Sirhan memos: this is empirically derived. None of 
the itema mean anything, nor can , we assign the answer to an item as having any meaning. (Thus 
the bullshit in the Sirhan trial about the significance of Sirhan not answering certain items 
is less than meaningless.) What is important is that scale scares tend to remain the same when 
the psyche remains the same, although on successive testing different items may be answered 
true or false, More important, the configuration of the final scales can yeild much information 
based on what we know about the countless types of configurations from massive SliSSiii research 
and clinical experience. The test should take between an hour and an hour and a half to take, 
and people vary a great deal in this, some taking much longer than 1 1/2 hrs. Remember, you 
need only return the answer sheet. 

Anxiety, in general terms, means nervousness and tension. The classical Freddian view is 
that it is a fear of impulses which threaten to break through--generally, a fear of loss of 
control. Modenn formulations are too varied to even begin setting out. The best way for me to 
explain it is through examples of its expression. Let us assume for the times being that 
anxiety is some sort of excess of psychic energy, or the kind of energy associated with your 
mental and emotional life, whose chief quality is that it must be expressed. It other words, 
it represents a loss of equilibritmlwithin the body, and as you know, in no physical system 
can a loss of equilibitum exist for too long. It must find a way out, or a way of expression. 
Thus, one can feel nervous and have increased blood pressure, increased pulse, flushed facei, 
physical shaping, hollow-feeling in the stomach, feeling of some oppression or that one is 
weighted, down (although these two also have much to do with depression), etc. This may be ex-
pressed in only certain situations (such as stage fright), or due to certain objects (ie. phobia 
fears of cats, furry objects, spikers, examinations, etc.), or all the time. The latter is 
termed "free floating anxiety " and involves a general feeling of tension, sometimes fear or 
dread of some ominous event which can't be pinpointed, etc. The net effects can be tax:Ai-111e 
sleeping, difficulty in eating or loss of apetite, inability to relax, etc. The expression can 
be physical involving stomach troubles, ulcers, skin rashes, or even paralysis of a"non-physical' 
(but just as real and effective) sort. These are all termed "conversion symptoms" because it 
is assumed that the anxiety has been converted into bodily symptoms. Likewise it is assumed 
that with phobias what has happened is that an individual has channeled all of his anxiety into 
ene or two well delineated fears. The average person who is very anxious not only feels tense 
but also has a few psychosomatic problems such as headaches or stomach trouble and is generally 
uncomfortable. Some people who are anxious are worried and fearful, but are not sure why, or 
of what. 

As for the causes of anxiety, they are probably of all kinds, and not well understood. 
First of all, one can be anxious for real reasons, such as when one's life is threatened or 
when one faces something like PhD prelims. However, people differ in regand to how much& anxiet: 
they experience or how they experience it even when there is 'a readily identifiable cause. For 
instance, some people utilize what we call denial mechanisms of defense, which involve a failure 
to feel any anxiety at all (although, it seems, that the anxiety will have to be expressed in 
some fashion eventually). Such people are not fearful when they need to- be. Then people ration-
alize the troubles away. But, similar to rationalization is the tendency among some to rumin-
ate about such problems, thus often greatly increasing the anxiety or worry caused by something 
which is really not to be heavily feared. Someone can become so incapacitated with anxiety that 
he has to develope a psychotic reaction and withdraw from normal existence in order to survive. 
Others may be perpetually nervous and uaeasy but always in touch. By far the majority of all 
people simply have times then they are under pressure or facing something wlhth whihh they do 
not deal very well during which they are annious. Besides the normal life trajedies which can 
lead to various types of anxiety reactions, there are certain periods in life which tend to 
lead to increases in anxiety. Adolescence, for instance, is a time of incredihle anxiety. Teen-
age MMPI prifiles must be readjusted for this or all of them would appear to be pretty far gone. 
Then, during later life, about your age for men, and about the time of menopause for women, 
there is a reaction called an involutional reaction. With men it appears to have something to 
do with a realization of some slowing down in fidilei function which is natural with age and 
not being able to do what you normally can do. Normally there is a good deal of depression 
which goes along with this, and it is what we call a reactive depression--a depression accompaniE 
with much' anxiety. Once the person readjusts to his limitations it tends to go away. Other 
"causes" of anxiety include feelings of inadequacy, fear of failure, concerns about homosexual 
feelings, etc. etc., but these types of tiings are more likely to occur in younger people for 
obvious, reasons. You have a pretty well set life style and have been living in it for a long 
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time and I would be surprised if you were suddenly experiencing the kinds of doubts which come 
with the changeover fram adolescent to adult life. 

Treatment depends on what is wrong and what the therapists theoretical orientation is. 
"Deep or depth therapy" suggests a Freddian or neo-Freddian ii### position. It assumes that 
problems result from unresolved conflicts early in life, and that anxiety and such are only 
symptoms of these problems, and that once they have been gotten rid of, the anxiety will go. 
The means of getting rid of the early problems, etc., is a long process of digging down into 
Nidd one's past and identifying them (looking, of course, within' the structure of Freddian 
theory--i.e. Oedipal feelings, etc.), understanding them, and then, presumably, setting them 
aside. One of the problems here is that even when subb an early conflict is "discovered," 
knowledge of it may just be intellectually accepted and make no differente in the personality. 
Some of the "cures" with this method may be due to learning to rationalize the problems away 
or may be a general effect of having someone to talk to every week. Such therapy is lengthy, 
generally quite expensive, and a bad thing to recommend for someone oF your age. It makes much 
mom* sense with a younger person. Then there are countless drugs which act differently for 
different types of people and which affect anxiety differently. Usually, besides being of 
different streagths, they also vary in terms of how much they can affect depression, since 
depression so often accompanied anxiety in different degrees. Then there is Albert Ellis' 
school which says that neurotic anxiety results from people making irrational assumptions about 
the world, such as "It is necessary that everyone love and respect re." Ellis spends his time 
actively attacking such notions. With certain types of problems, especially inadequacy, he is 
very good. The Freddian therapist, by contrast, sits back and has you free associate--or 
say what con-esti into your mind or what you dreamed about. Carl Rogers, the originator of 
"client centered" therapy, sits back and has you discuss your problmm with him. He tries to 
help you clarify it to yourself by restating the things you say. This, as Rogers uses it, is 
quite effective with many types of problems. As others use it, it is limited, but fairly good 
for situational-type problems, adolescent problems, mild neuroses, etc. Then there are the 
behaviorists who focus on the symptoms rather than any hypothesized underlying unresolved con-
flicts. If a person has V& phobia, they can be desensatised to it by being taught to relax 
in the presence of, the object. They use "behavior modification" which is a series of regards 
and punishments for doing desireable and undesireable things, although this is used mostly within 
hospital settings. Then there is hypnotherapy which generally is aimed at trying to teach a 
person to relax, or to relax in situations which are most anxiety-arousing. This has limitationf 
but with some people can successfully reduce anxiety due to Situations of.various sorts. Most 
therapists out here are fairly ecelectic. 'We begin, by having a person describe his problem 
as best he can and spend much time trying to get a full and exact desprittion of what the symptom 
are and how and when they are manifested. They we try to find out as much as we can about a 
person's life dircumstances. Fram our own interactinn with the person we try to learn what scare 
of the problems may be. Largely we work in the present assuming that to reach back to unresolvec 
conflicts from infancy or early life has little value because even if those things started the 
disorder, ft has long been maintained by things far removed from that. Basically, it is an art 
and hand to generalize about, unless one is listening to a tape of a therapy session and showing 
what the probleus are, and what tactics are being used by the therapist. 

I agree with the psychiatrist's (that's what he was if he was an MD) description of the 
effects of cutting out smoking. Smoking is a physical AdditiOt addiction (ironically, marajuana 
isn't!) and the withdrawal effects are very bad. It is thought that smoking itself is an anxiety 
release and takes the place of chewing finger nails and other oral drives. But more impoL 	Lant, 
giving it up tot only reggires finding dubltitute releases, but requires getting over the with-
drawal itself. It will not only cause disharmony Sid in your home but create anxiety. He may 
have asked you why you wanted to quit smoking for a good many reasons. For instance, that can 
be a signal of a fear of caacer in some people. It can signal a source of problems in a husband-
wife relationship (often it it used as an excuse for arguments). It can signal worry over minor 



physical problems, coughing, etc. Many people use anti-tension type pills in the manner in 
which you have been--only when needed. The fact that you do not have trouble sleeping is 
a good sign, in that sleep troubles--especially trouble getting to sleep--are some of the 
first signs of anxiety and tension, especially when accompanied by some depression. My mother 
has been taking meprobamate for many years and ever since she began has been able-to-cope with 
her tendency to get anxious. By the way, I forgot to mention, that his description of deep 
therapy as involving 2 to 3 sessions per week virtually assures that it is psychoanalytic. 
Marion, my ex-girlfriend in Phila., who as a therapist with children, is herself in depth therapy 
and goes 2-3 times per week. For her to do this makes some sense because she is only 25 and 
has a fairly classic type of neurotic problem which is very amenable to that type of therapy 
and she has a need to change a basic portion of her personality. In other words, she could get 
along without it, but does not like the kind of person she would be. But, in terms of her 
psychology, she is essentially now passing through adolescence and in a period when she should 
change or decided whether or not to. Whether it happens in regular adolescence or in the 
twenties, this type of thing can make a great deal of sense, but as far as I am concerned, it 
does not later in life, despite the great mass of people who undertake it. Meehl, for instance, 
a first rate clinician (the guy I work with and for), took on a patient last year who had been 
seeing a top notch analyst, in fact had i&### seen several of them, over a long period of time 
(1010 7 to 10 years). In his first session Meehl said, vital, you are a bright man and have been 
in ana*ysis with top people for many years: what is the problem? Answer: "castration anxiety." 
Meehl: You don't sound like you buy that. Patient: Well, you know, I never did buy that. 
Meehl told me that even in the first session he was bible to come up with some real aldjustment 
problems, which were quite reality based, in the man's everyday life, and that he was planning 
to slowing changed over from a depth approach to a rational Ellis type approach and amid 
try to get the guy to make a few decisions about how he was going to handle some sources of 
friction in his life which had been there for 20 years. This is essentially my approach with 
the avenge person. First, find out what bothers them and what they want to change. Find out 
the ecology of it: their strengths and weaknesses, their limitations, and their general family 
and financial environment. Then help them confront the problems. In the precess, the more 
hidden problems not infrequently become apparent, or it becomes apparent that the visible prob-
lems all derive from one that is more basic, and yet under the surface. So, although we are 
not supposed to give& such advice eihically, and your psychiatrist wouldntt appreciate my giving 
you such advice, I would strongly advise against depth therapy. The drugs for off and on contro: 
of nervousness are a good idea. To talk Some of these things out fu am time to time with friends 
would be a good idea. (Friends, ministers, relatives, etc. do the largest % of therapy anyway. 
A classic study done in Vineland, NJ, which involved the followup of the hundred people who had 
be be turned away when they applied for therapy due to the lack of availability of therapists, 
found that a year later most were OK, and very few had seen a therapist, although most had seen 
a relative or clergyman or friend and talked it out. Yet all  had felt in bad shape and been 
adamant about needing a professional therapist.) I could do much better in the way of advice 
if I could visit you. Primarily due to your overload of work, need for advice with some of it 
or someone who could check through it and help you aseemble it, especially given your physical  
problems, I have for quite some time seriously debated about the Dallas trip, and thought about 
caning bast East and spending[ a week it your place. I decided to continue with the Dallas trip 
because if I don't go this time I probably never will, and it is a major unsatisfied desire to 
go. Furthermore, it will do me good to do some sightseeing and further forget about prelims 
and my other responsibilities. 

Well, I'd beLLer close now if I am going to get this into the nail. I hope to get stuff from 
the Arobives in enough time to pursue some of that tswald double stuff fran the Crafard file. 
when I am in Dallas. I think that I sent you Eckhofft s letter of Sept. 11 and its four pages 
of enclosures, because you remarked at only having gotten page. 37 fran CD71. If not tell me 
and I will send xercee. Best wishes. 

1'1 


